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ARTICLE 38
MAINTENANCE CRAFT
Article 38.2

SENIORITY
There are three definitions of seniority within the maintenance craft.
Article 38.2.E defines Service Seniority and includes all time in the Maintenance Craft
regardless of installation.
Article 38.2.F defines Installation Seniority and is computed as all continuous time in the
Maintenance Craft in the same installation. Installation seniority has applications such as
determining preferred assignments of employees who enter into a regular workforce
position in a particular occupational group and level on or after June 25, 1992 (Article
38.2.G.2); 2) the tie-breaker for rankings on Promotion Eligibility Registers within the
same banded scores (Article 38.5.B.8); and the ranking of employees within an
occupational group and level for excessing purposes under Article 12 (Article 38.3.K).
Article 38.2.G, Seniority for Preferred Assignments is often referred to as the
“grandfather clause.” Article 38.2.G.1 applies to employees who entered or received a
particular position in an occupational group and level prior to June 25, 1992. All
employees in this category are considered senior for preferred assignment to all
employees who entered or received a particular occupational group and level on or after
June 25, 1992. Article 38.2.G is applied when making a selection from a preferred
assignment register (PAR). Employees are ranked first pursuant to Article 38.2.G.1 prior
to ranking employees pursuant to Article 38.2.G.2.
Article 38.3.C

The installation head is responsible for the day-to-day administration of seniority. Article
38.3.C shall be open to negotiations at the installation level with the designated agent of
the APWU. The Local Memoranda of Understanding (pursuant to Article 30) may
identify what type of seniority, Service Seniority, Installation Seniority or Preferred
Assignment Seniority (Article 38.2.E, 38.2.F, and 38.2.G), is used for overtime, holiday
or leave selection.
Article 38.3.F

When a maintenance employee is excessed to another installation pursuant to Article 12
“grandfather status” does not carry forward from one installation to another. Rather,
“grandfather status” is installation specific. Seniority for Preferred Assignments referred
to in Article 38.3.F.4 is an employee’s seniority, which is used for preferred assignments.
An employee who is reassigned pursuant to Article 12 and who later returns to the same
installation and occupational group would have “grandfather status” applied.
Article 38.3.G

The following are examples of the application of Article 38.3.G, Reduction in Seniority
for Preferred Assignments (salary levels reflect those in effect from 1991):
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1. EXAMPLE: On June 1, 1991, an employee changed voluntarily from an Area
Maintenance Technician, PS-8 (AMT8), to an Area Maintenance Specialist, PS-7
(AMS7), within the same installation. The employee was previously an AMS7 prior
to being promoted to AMT8. The employee’s seniority for preferred assignment was
eight years, two months which was the time spent from entry into the AMS7 position.
Seniority for preferred assignments would be established at the AMS7 period of
seniority (eight years, two months) with no credit for the time spent as an AMT8.
2. EXAMPLE: On June 1, 1991, an employee changed voluntarily from an Area
Maintenance Technician, PS-8 (AMT8), to a Maintenance Mechanic, PS-5, within the
same installation. The employee was previously an Area Maintenance Specialist, PS7 (AMS7), prior to being promoted to AMT8 in the same installation. Seniority for
preferred assignments would be established as one day less than the junior
Maintenance Mechanic, PS-5, or the employee’s installation seniority, whichever is
lesser.
3. EXAMPLE: On July 1, 1992, an employee changed voluntarily from an Area
Maintenance Technician, PS-8 (AMT8), to an Area Maintenance Specialist, PS-7
(AMS7), within the same installation. The employee was previously an AMS7 prior
to being promoted to AMT8. Seniority for preferred assignments would be
determined by installation seniority in accordance with Article 38.2.G.2.
Article 38.3.J

Seniority tie breakers are listed in order in Article 38.3.J. Tie breakers are applied in
order until the tie is broken.
Employees excessed into the Maintenance Craft under the provisions of Article 12 of the
National Agreement, shall begin a new period of seniority.
Article 38.3.K

EXCESS EMPLOYEES
Installation seniority governs in identifying excess employees within an occupational
group and level.
Employees excessed to lower level under Article 12 into or remaining in the Maintenance
Craft shall receive saved grade. Employees receiving saved grade are required to request
placement on Promotion Eligibility Registers in their former higher level.
An employee excessed from their occupational group retains retreat rights to that
occupational group irrespective of whether that employee has an in-craft MSS
rating.
Current Maintenance Craft employees who are reassigned pursuant to Article 12.5.C.4
(cross section within the craft and installation) retain retreat rights to their former section
(occupational group and as identified in their LMOU). The application of their retreat
rights, in this specific instance, occurs following the use of the PAR in the section
(identified in their LMOU) from which they were excessed and immediately prior to
using the PER.
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Article 38.4

A Maintenance Craft notice of intent is posted and the duty assignment filled from within
the installation where the vacancy exists. This location is where the employee is normally
expected to begin and end tour.
e.g. - an Area Maintenance Technician (AMT) has their work hours assigned to a Field
Maintenance District Office. The AMT begins tour at a ‘domicile’ office. That ‘domicile’
office is the AMT’s official duty station for purposes of application of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement and is where PAR and PER for that AMT duty assignment are
established and utilized. This should be indicated on the employee’s PS Form 50 lines
35-36 showing the employee’s Duty Station and lines 32-34 can indicate a different
Employ Office.
Article 38.4.A.1

POSTING – NOTICE OF INTENT
Article 38.4.A.1 provides for the following:
 The posting of a Notice of Intent to fill vacant or newly established duty assignments.
 Notices of Intent are posted for a period of seven calendar days.
 A copy of the Notice of Intent shall be furnished to the local union.
 A duty assignment will be filled using the appropriate preferred assignment selection
register and/or promotion eligibility register.
 An employee on sick leave or off-site training on the day of the posting shall be
furnished a copy of any applicable Notice of Intent.
 An employee who is absent on annual leave and who has submitted a written request,
stating the employee’s mailing address, will be provided a copy of any applicable
Notice of Intent by mail.
If an employee has been granted leave without pay (LWOP), determining whether an
employee is automatically provided a copy of the Notice of Intent (NOI) or whether the
employee must request a copy of the NOI is based on the paid leave category that the
employee was otherwise eligible for. Examples:
 An employee who is off work due to illness or injury on the day of the posting
elects to use LWOP instead of sick leave. The NOI would be provided to the
employee.
 An employee who takes LWOP instead of annual leave is required to make
written request for a copy of the NOI.
NEW POSITIONS IN AN INSTALLATION
When either a newly established position as defined in Article 1, Section 5 or an
established position is authorized in an installation for the first time for which a
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promotion eligibility register (PER) has not been created, management shall solicit
applicants for inclusion on the PER by posting a notice on all official bulletin boards.
 This notice shall be posted for 30 calendar days.
 An applicant will be notified of the results no later than 150 days from the closing
date, provided the application was properly completed.
 A Notice of Intent to fill the position should be posted within 14 days of receipt of
PER results.
Article 38.4.A.2

Article 38.4.A.2 requires a Notice of Intent to be posted within thirty days of a position
(duty assignment) becoming vacant, unless written notification is sent to the union with
the reasons the duty assignment is being withheld. Article 38.4.A.2 allows an additional
ten days for completing the reversion process, for a total of forty days to complete the
reversion notification process.
Article 38.4.B

The “registers of eligible employees” addressed in Article 38.4.B includes both the PAR
and PER.
Article 38.4.C

Article 38.4.C provides the information that must be listed on a Notice of Intent and
includes: the “principal assignment area (e.g., section and/or location of activity)” and
“physical or other special requirements unusual to the specific assignments.”
A Notice of Intent may cause more than one duty assignment to be filled from that
posting. Prior to posting the Notice of Intent, management must determine if there are
duty assignments that will be reverted or changed if they are vacated during the bidding
process. These duty assignments must then be listed on the Notice of Intent. (Article
38.5.B.5)
Article 38.5.A

PREFERRED ASSIGNMENT REGISTERS (PAR)
A selection form is completed by employees which lists in numerical order the specific
duty assignments in their current occupational group and level that they prefer over the
one they currently hold. The listing of employees by occupational group and level, using
the seniority under Article 38.2.G, constitutes the preferred assignment register (PAR).
Within fifteen calendar days of entry into the craft or installation, employees must be
provided a written notice advising the employees that they have thirty days from receipt
of the notice to apply and be placed on the preferred assignment register (PAR).
This provision is also applicable to employees on probation.
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Article 38.5.A.7

PAR – PART-TIME REGULAR EMPLOYEES
Part-time regular employees, who submit a preferred assignment register (PAR) form for
a full-time duty assignment, will be awarded the vacant duty assignment before
promoting a full-time employee from a lower salary level, or before any lateral transfer,
provided the part-time regular employee is senior to the full-time employee in the lower
level.
Article 38.5.B

PROMOTION ELIGIBILITY REGISTER (PER)
The PER is the ranking of eligible employees for promotion to another occupational
group, including to a different occupational group within the same level. Employees
occupying duty assignments of a higher level than the position of the PER are not listed,
even if they have an eligible rating.
Within fifteen calendar days of entry into the craft or installation, an employee must be
provided a written notice advising the employee they have thirty days from receipt of the
notice to request to be placed on the appropriate promotion eligibility register (PER).
New to craft/installation employees applying for the PER will receive their results within
150 days from the date of submission of the application.
If two or more maintenance occupational groups exist in an installation or in an
installation where an employee is domiciled, a promotion eligibility register (PER)
offering promotional opportunity for those occupational groups must be established in
that installation.
Part-time regular employees can be placed on a PER, but will be considered only after all
full-time regular employees on that PER have been selected or declined the opportunity
for promotion. This rule applies to the PER only and does not relate to or impact the PAR
selection process for part-time regular employees under Article 38.5.A.7.
Part-time regular employees are placed on the PER below full-time regulars consistent
with their achieved scores.
The above provisions also apply to employees on probation.
Article 38.5.B.7

OPEN SEASON
The March time frame noted in Article 38.5.B.7 is commonly referred to as “open
season.” Open season occurs every three years. The next open season opportunities based
on the current contract language will be March 1, 2018. This opportunity is not for an
employee who previously received an ineligible rating. An employee with an ineligible
rating would use the update process.
All positions in an installation, both MSS and Non-MSS, are available for application for
inclusion on the appropriate promotion eligibility register during open season.
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Management will complete the initial MSS and Non-MSS process for inclusion on the
promotion eligibility register within 150 days from March 31.
Filling of Maintenance Vacancies

ORDER FOR FILLING VACANT MAINTENANCE POSITIONS
The appropriate PAR and PER must be exhausted before considering other hiring
options. To be considered qualified an employee must either be eligible under the current
in-craft process for the position in question or be a Maintenance Craft employee in the
same level and occupational group as the vacancy. Also, see Article 38.3.K for
additional items regarding qualifications for reassignment or retreat under Article 12.
The following is the order for filling vacant maintenance positions:
1. Select the ranking employee on the appropriate preferred assignment register

(PAR).
2. An unassigned regular employee may be assigned to the vacant duty

assignment.
3. Activate retreat rights for excessing which occurred under 12.5.C.4 (within

craft and installation).
4. Consider higher level qualified maintenance employees requesting change

to lower level. A "previously submitted" written request for assignment to
lower level must have been submitted prior to the close of the Notice of
Intent (Article 38.5.A.l0).
5. Select the ranking employee on the appropriate promotion eligibility register

(PER).
6. Activate retreat rights for excessing which occurred under 12.5.C.5.

7. Consider Maintenance Craft employees requesting t r a n s f e r before or after
in-service procedures (“after in-service” is only in the event a within
installation Maintenance employee is on the in-service register) in the
following order:
a. When Maintenance Craft employees who have requested a transfer are
considered first:
1. Consider Maintenance Craft employees who are already qualified for
the position in question.
2. Consider Maintenance Craft employees who are not qualified for the
position in question but have been afforded an opportunity to qualify
under the provisions for qualifying for transfer (see EL-304, Qualifying
for Transfer).
b. If in-service procedures are considered first:
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1. Give priority consideration to career Maintenance Craft employees
using the in-service register in score order.
2. Give consideration to remaining APWU represented Craft employees.
3. Consider other career bargaining unit postal employees, regardless of
craft or position, on the in-service register in score order.
8. Consider current career employees for return to Maintenance Craft to a
position previously held or to any position of equal or lower level for
which he/she holds an eligibility rating. Employee must meet the time and
eligibility criteria (outlined below).
9. Consider former career postal employees for return to Maintenance Craft
to a position previously held or to any position of equal of lower level for
which he/she holds an eligibility rating. Applicants must meet the
reinstatement requirements and the time and eligibility criteria (outlined
below).
10. Consider entrance register eligibles in score order.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR RETURN TO THE MAINTENANCE CRAFT
Following is the eligibility criteria for consideration of current career employees and
former career postal employees for return to Maintenance Craft positions:


The employee must have held a position in the Maintenance Craft for at least one
year.



The employee must have an eligible rating (in-craft, in-service, or entrance) dated
January 1, 1989 or later. (Note: Expired entrance eligibility ratings are acceptable as
long as the test specifications have not changed. Also, with the exception of the entrylevel custodian exam, maintenance examinations must not be administered
noncompetitively).



Current career employees can be reassigned only to a position previously held or to
any position of equal or lower level for which the employee is qualified (no
promotion). Selection must be within three years of leaving the Maintenance Craft.



Former career postal employees can be reinstated only to a position previously held
or to any position of equal or lower level for which the employee is qualified (no
promotion). Selection must be within three years of leaving the Maintenance Craft.
Former postal career employees must meet the eligibility requirements for
reinstatement consideration.

Article 38.5.C

SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS
Article 38.5.C provides that an employee who receives a promotion predicated on the
successful completion of training and fails that training is declared inactive on the
promotion eligibility register (PER). The PER shall be annotated with an asterisk
indicating the employee’s requirement to update. The employee may request an update.
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Upon receipt of a qualifying updated score, the employee will be activated on the PER,
the asterisk will be removed, and the employee will be ranked accordingly.
Article 38.5.C

Training required of successful applicants pursuant to Article 38.5.C.3 shall be scheduled
and satisfactorily completed within a reasonable period of time which, absent unusual
circumstances, shall not exceed one year from the date of the announcement of the
successful applicant.


There may be instances, for various reasons, where an employee who receives a
promotion based on successful completion of training refuses to attend the training
within the one year period. On a case by case basis, management must determine if
the explanation given for the refusal is valid. If it is determined not to be valid, the
employee is declared an unassigned regular in the employee’s original occupational
code and level, and the position reposted. The employee will be bypassed on the
promotion eligibility register for this posting.



If the explanation is valid, the time limit may be extended (on a one-time basis) until
the receipt of training results from the National Center for Employees Development
for the next scheduled course, provided the extension does not exceed one year.

Article 38.5.D

PROMOTION ELIGIBLITY REGISTER UPDATE
Article 38.5.D provides that an employee may request a PER update.
Management will complete the update within thirty-seven days.
The promotion eligibility register shall not be updated during the seven calendar days
established under Article 38.4.A.1.
Article 38.6.A

TRAINING
Article 38.6.A.2 provides that as soon as approved training allocations are received at an
installation, advance written notices will be published soliciting volunteers. This notice
will be posted as far in advance as possible and the employee selected shall be notified as
far in advance as possible.
If a training opportunity becomes available when two-week notice cannot be given (i.e. –
unforeseen circumstance or changes in machine deployment schedules), the Local Union
(e.g. - Maintenance Craft Director) will be notified and the opportunity will be identified
as short notice and offered first to the senior qualified volunteer within the occupational
group, level and tour where the need for the skill exists.
No employee shall be required to attend off site training with less than two (2) weeks’
notice.
A list of those volunteers shall be posted and a copy furnished to the local union.
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The senior volunteer within the identified occupational group and tour where the need for
the skill exists will be selected for the training opportunity.
Conversely, if no volunteers are received the junior employee within the identified
occupational group and tour will be chosen.
The identified occupational group and tour, if any, will be indicated on the written notice
soliciting volunteers.
Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the parties at the Local level, the seniority used
for training selections is installation seniority as defined in Article 38.
The Postal Service has the right to require an employee to remain in a duty assignment
pursuant to Article 38.6.A.5. However, the employee must be notified prior to the
beginning of training that he/she will be required to remain in the duty assignment.
This may be accomplished by indicating the lock-in period on the notice of training
billet(s) or by notifying the employee in writing.
When selection is made from the preferred assignment register (PAR), employees in the
same occupational group and level as the vacancy are considered qualified and no
additional training can be required prior to selection.
Article 38.7.C

RELIEF ASSIGNMENTS
Relief Assignments may be established pursuant to Article 38.7.C to cover absences of
five working days or more for certain types of leave or training.
However, a continual failure to utilize a relief employee for bid coverage assignment may
indicate the relief assignment is not required.
Hours worked pursuant to an employee’s relief duty assignment do not qualify for out-ofschedule premium pay. Notification of the hours of the relief assignment is not required
by Wednesday of the preceding week.
The establishment of relief assignments in the Maintenance Craft shall be kept to a
minimum and within the same occupational groups and levels.
Article 38.7.E

NON-BARGAINING UNIT DETAILS
The duty assignment of a maintenance employee detailed to a non-bargaining unit
position more than four months shall be declared vacant and posted and filled in
accordance with Article 38. The four months is consecutive and is calculated by month.
For example, employees detailed to a non-bargaining unit position on April 16 must end
their detail the close of business on August 15 to retain their bid assignment.
Maintenance employees detailed to a non-bargaining unit position are ineligible to accept
any promotion or preferred duty assignment(s) while on such detail.
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Emplloyees return
ning to the bargaining
b
unit
u solely too prevent theeir duty assiignment from
m
being
g posted for bid violates the Agreem
ment. Howevver, it does nnot violate thhe Agreemennt
for an
n employee to return to the bargainiing unit for other reasonns. An emplloyee detaileed
to a non-bargain
ning unit position
p
musst return too the craft for a minim
mum of onne
nuous pay period to prevent
p
circu
umvention oof the intennt of this prrovision. Thhe
contin
refereence to “onee continuous pay period”” means incllusive of dayys 1 – 14 of a specific paay
period. Howeverr, while emp
ployees may
y take paidd or unpaid leave during the 14-daay
period, in no even
nt shall the entire
e
14 day
ys be in a leaave status.
Emplloyees detaiiled to non
n-bargaining unit positiions are noot entitled tto outside oof
sched
dule overtim
me (Out-of-Scchedule Prem
mium).
AR
RTICLE 38
QUESTION
Q
NS AND AN
NSWERS
MSS & PROMOTI
P
IONS
1. How are seelections forr maintenancce positions nnow made?
Answer: Effective Ju
une 1, 2009, the RMSS is to be useed to create aand/or updatte
In-craft, In-Service and Entran
nce registerrs. Previous In-craft registers arre
maintaineed intact witth those quaalifying undeer RMSS rannked below those with a
prior MS
SS eligible rating
r
on thee current PE
ER. In-Servicce and Entraance registerrs
establisheed prior to Ju
une 1, 2009 are
a closed annd replaced by the RMS
SS.
e
requesting an
n update in R
RMSS retakke the 955 exam if theey
2. Must an employee
already hav
ve an eligiblle rating on the
t exam?
Answer: No. As an
n example, if a maintenaance employyee, while coompleting thhe
MSS proccesses (in an
a attempt to
o become eeligible for pplacement oon an In-craaft
PER), recceived an elligible ratin
ng on exam 955 for thee occupationnal group foor
which he//she applied
d, but subseq
quently receeived a ratinng of “ineliggible” on thhe
applicablee structured interview, the
t employeee, when lateer completinng the updatte
processes, may:
a. opt to
o use the elig
gible exam 955 rating hhe/she previoously receivved, and onlly
complete the ap
pplicable sttructured iinterview aas part of the updatte
proceess, or
b. retake the exam 955 and substitute the new rating (only if a higher score is
achiev
ved), prior to
t schedulin
ng for the st ructured in
nterview.
3. How are the
t In-Craftt non-MSS PERs
P
admin
nistered?
Answer: The
T
non-M
MSS PERs (for examp
ple Group Leader, Cu
ustodial an
nd
Maintenan
nce Supporrt Clerk) will
w have aall the currrent eligiblle employeees
ranked in their installlation senio
ority order.
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4. Is an In-Service rating transferrable to an In-Craft rating?
Answer: Yes. When an In-service or Entrance rating is derived from the same
evaluation components as the In-craft rating, a maintenance employee may
transfer the rating to the In-craft PER when that PER is open for placement
consistent with Article 38 (e.g.-during Open Season, new to the craft, etc.).
5. How are Maintenance Craft Promotion Eligibility Rosters (PERs) constructed
under the current CBA?
Answer: Maintenance Craft PERs will have those rated eligible under the preJune 2009 MSS by installation seniority within the banded scores (see Article
38.5.B.8.a). Beneath those scores will be those rated eligible on the RMSS (ratings
after June 1, 2009). within the banded scores (see Article 38.5.B.8.c). Installation
seniority will be used within each banded score.
6. An employee can be demonstrated as having been on an in-craft PER prior to June
1, 2009. Their old PER numerical ratings are unavailable. How does the employee
get on any PER where this applies?
Answer: In the absence of a numerical in-craft rating from the old MSS process,
after first establishing the employee did have an eligible rating, to go on a PER the
employee will be entered a MSS score of 20.1 and placed in such banded score as
provided in Article 38.5.B.8.b. Essentially, at the foot of the MSS group and above
the RMSS group of Employees’ results.
7. If an employee receives a promotion, based on successful completion of training
and fails that training, what happens to that employee’s standing on the Promotion
Eligibility Register?
Answer: The employee is declared as inactive on the Promotion Eligibility
Register and the Promotion Eligibility Register shall be annotated with an asterisk
indicating the employee’s requirement to update using RMSS (EL-304). The
employee may request an update as per Article 38.5.D. When the update score is
received the employee’s name will be activated on the PER and the asterisk
removed and the employee ranked accordingly.
8. An employee receives a promotion based on successful completion of training and
then, for various reasons, refuses to attend this training. Is this employee still
promoted to the position after 365 days?
Answer: On a case by case basis, management must determine if the explanation
given for the refusal is valid. If it is determined to not be valid, the employee will
be declared an unassigned regular in his/her original occupational code and level
and the position reposted. The employee will be bypassed on the Promotion
Eligibility Register for this posting. If the explanation is valid and, on a one-time
basis not to exceed another 365 days, the time limit may be extended until the
receipt of training results from the National Center for Employee Development for
the next scheduled course.
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9. Can Industrial Electrical Servicce be usedd as a quaalifying couurse for thhe
Maintenan
nce Mechanic, PS-7 position?
Answer: Yes. Howeever, the Maintenance
M
Mechanic, PS-7 will not be helld
g the module concernedd with findinng selected sections of thhe
responsible for passing
National Electric
E
Codee.

TR
RAINING

n employee who is in a “promotioon pending ssuccessful ccompletion oof
1. I have an
training” status. The Notice of In
ntent listed a specific ccourse that this employeee
nd. Do I hav
ve to post this billet for vvolunteers?
must atten
Answer: Yes.
Y The billlet is posted
d for volunteeers where tthe need exiists: howeveer,
an employ
yee in a “pro
omotion pen
nding successsful compleetion of trainning” may bbe
selected.
2. An emplo
oyee has succcessfully co
ompleted equuipment traiining in the ppast but nonne
of that eq
quipment is now in the office. Is tthe employeee required tto attend annd
successfu
ully completee training on
n the new equuipment?
Answer: Yes.
3. May an employee sellected from an
a in-servicee register bee placed intoo that positioon
prior to th
he date (PS Form
F
50) of the new assiignment?
Answer: Yes.
Y An emp
ployee may be detailed tto the positioon for traininng purposes
for up to a two-week period
p
endin
ng with the rreassignmentt.
DUTIES AND RESPONS IBILITIES
S
1. Can a Maaintenance Mechanic, Mail Proceessing Equiipment perfform scanneer
alignments on mail pro
ocessing equiipment?
Answer: Yes.
Y A Mainttenance Mecchanic, Maill Processing Equipment may perform
m
alignments which are electro-mech
e
hanical or meenu driven.
2. Can a Maiintenance Mechanic,
M
Mail
M Processsing Equipm
ment perform
m operationaal
maintenancce on equipm
ment?
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Answer: Yes.
Y
The position
p
desccription, iteem 2 statess “Observess the variouus
componentts of the systtem in operaation and appplies approppriate testingg methods annd
procedures to insure co
ontinued prop
per functionning”.
n use a dom
mestic type ((canister, taank, upright,, carpet, etcc.)
3. Can a PS-3 Custodian
vacuum cleeaner to perfform interiorr cleaning?
Answer: Yes.
Y
4. Can a Maaintenance Mechanic,
M
PS-7
P
reset and restartt the Tray Managemennt
System?
Answer: Yes.
Y
ntenance Meechanic, Maail Processinng Equipmennt do simplee replacemennt
5. Can a Main
of a defectiive printed circuit
c
board??
Answer: Yes,
Y as long as
a the board is external tto the compuuter.
o equipmennt previouslly done by Maintenancce
6. Who will perform thee overhaul of
T
Service Centerrs (MOTSC))?
Overhaul Technical
Answer: The
T work wiill become the
t responsibbility of eacch individuaal office. This
work will be
b reflected in
i the approp
priate staffinng documentt.

CU
USTODIAL
o “voluntary
y attrition”?
1. What is thee definition of
Answer: Iff the employ
yee bids out, is promoteed, quits, rettires, or diess. A transfeer
between in
nstallations or a reasssignment un
nder Articlle 12 is nott “voluntarry
attrition”.

GENERAL
GE
1. If there is more than one residual duty assiignment beiing filled by promotionn,
assignmentt, reassignm
ment, hire, or, transfer aat the same time, how are the dutty
assignmentts awarded?
Answer: Employees
E
make
m
selectio
ons based uppon their insstallation Senniority. In thhe
case of mu
ultiple emplo
oyees with th
he same Insttallation Senniority, selecctions will bbe
made based
d upon the other “tie-breeakers” identtified in Artiicle 38.3.J.1--7.
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2. Must an employee new to the craft or installation be assigned to a Preferred Duty
Assignment?
Answer: Yes. Within 60 days the employee shall be selected from the Preferred
Assignment Register to a Preferred Duty Assignment or be assigned in accordance
with Article 38.5.A.8.
3. Where are Preferred Assignment Registers and Promotion Eligibility Registers
established and posted?
Answer: If two or more maintenance occupational groups exist in an installation or
in an installation where an employee is domiciled, a Promotion Eligibility Register
for those occupational groups offering promotional opportunity must be
established. If two or more employees hold duty assignments within the same
occupational group, a Preferred Assignment Register must be established. These
registers will be posted in the installation and will be used to fill vacant positions.
4. What is the procedure for stopping the maintenance bidding process in Article 38?
Answer: Prior to posting the Notice of Intent, management must determine if there
are duty assignment(s) that will be reverted or changed if they are vacated during
the bidding process. These duty assignment(s) must then be listed on the Notice of
intent.
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